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SmileFy: Design harmonic smiles beyond perfection
Ralph Georg and Henriette Lerner
SmileFy Inc., USA

Times changed, technology changed, dentistry changed and patients expectations changed. Dentists are no longer doctors, 
but smile consultants and designers. SmileFy is in charge for change! In the new age, patients want more than perfect smiles. 

They want harmonic smiles beyond perfection. They want customized smiles, designed according to their facial characteristics, 
personality and temper. More than that, they want to be involved in the design process, in the planning. They want a simulated 
smile design; to be sure, the treatment result is exactly as expected. New generations of millennials are used to mobile apps and 
the IoT. Everything they want and need has to be available in 5 minutes. Most decisions ever are made emotionally. SmileFy is 
the most innovative mobile app for smile design that fulfills not only the dentist wishes for a tool simple to use, that allows a 
fast and harmonic smile design, but also the involvement of the patient in the design process. A smile design process done in 5 
minutes. After the patient approves the design, the dentist completes the treatment planning and delivers the 3D smile design 
to the lab for printing. After another 5 minutes. SmileFy reduces the smile design process from several hours to minutes using 
the latest mobile and most innovative technologies to bring the cosmetic dentistry in the area of smile design in the new age of 
IoT, SaaS and mobile. SmileFy offers not only the tool for a fun smile design process. With DiVeFy, the eLearning platform of 
SmileFy, we offer education from leading specialists in the cosmetic dentistry: Lectures, congresses, learning paths and also live 
events (surgeries, webinars). With 3D and Virtual Reality broadcasting we offer the best learning experience possible. SmileFy 
is one of the few companies accepted in the FStart program by Facebook (business and growth development).
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